
OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU 

Within Hot-Pet, your privacy is a top priority. We are grateful 

that you have given us your information by trusting us and we 

do not take this lightly. 

 

. We design all our We're not compromising your privacy

products and services with your privacy in mind. We involve 

experts from a variety of fields, including law, security, 

engineering, product design and others, to ensure that no 

decisions are made without respecting your privacy. 

 

. We have We work hard to keep your information safe

dedicated teams to keep your data safe. We are constantly 

updating our security practices and investing in our security 

efforts to improve the security of your information. 

 

 

PRIVACY POLICY 

Welcome to the Hot-Pet Privacy Policy. Thank you for taking 

the time to read the policy. 

 

We are grateful that you trust us with your information, and 

we always want to be worthy of that trust. This starts with 

making you understand the information we collect, why we 

collect it, how it is used, and your choices about your 

information.  

 

This policy explains our privacy practices in plain language 

and minimizes legal and technical jargon. 

You can access our Privacy Policy here. 

 



Hot-Pet Privacy Policy 

 

Hot-Pet respects the privacy of its users and has developed its 

own privacy policy to demonstrate the importance it attaches 

to your privacy. This Privacy Policy describes the information 

we collect, how this information may be used, with whom it 

may be shared, and what choices you have about such uses 

and disclosures. We invite you to carefully read this Privacy 

Policy when using our services or doing business with us. By 

using our website, app or other online services, you agree to 

the practices defined in this Privacy Policy. 

If you have any questions about our privacy practices, use the 

information at the end of this Privacy Policy to contact us. 

 

Informations we collect about you; 

 

General. We may collect personal information and other 

information, including sensitive data. "Personal information" 

means individually defined information that allows us to 

determine the true identity and contact information of a 

particular person living. When you provide this data to us, 

you consent to the collection, use and disclosure of the data 

as permitted under applicable privacy laws. We may also 

collect your location information if you agree. We may also 

collect this information on the website, mobile application or 

other online services. By using the services, you authorize us 

to collect, review and store data related to e provision of the 

service. When you provide personal information through our 

service, this information may be sent to servers located in 

other countries of the world. 



The information you provide. In order to register as a user 

of Hot-Pet, you are asked to log in using your personal 

information. By doing so, we will know your phone number, 

email address, age and gender. Although only your pet's 

information will be shared with another user within the 

application, we keep your (actual user's) information in our 

data. When you download or use our service, you are also 

asked to allow Hot-pet to collect your location information 

from your device. In addition, we may collect and store 

personal information that you provide when using our service 

or otherwise. These may include information that identifies 

you, such as your name, address, email address and 

telephone number, and your financial information if you do 

business with us. You can also provide us with photos, but 

these photos should be limited to pet photos only. 

 

Remember, this app is for your pets only! 

 

When you correspond with other Hot-Pet users, you provide 

us with the content of these correspondence. When you 

contact our customer service or ask any other questions, you 

submit to us the content of that communication. 

 

Technologies used to collect information. We use a 

variety of technologies to collect information from your 

device and your activities within our service. 

 

Automatically collected information. When you visit our 

service, we automatically collect information from your 

browser or device. This information may include your IP 



address, device number and type, browser type and 

language, the operating system used by the device, access 

times, the geographic location of your mobile device while 

our application is actively running, and related website 

addresses. 

 

Cookies, use of cookies and similar data. When you visit 

our services, we may use one or more cookies or other 

technologies on your device to enable personalization to 

provide access to our service. By using a cookie, we may 

collect information about your activities on our service, such 

as the pages you visit, the time and date of your visits, and 

the links you click on. If we offer ads, we (or third parties) 

may show you hot-Pet ads on other sites or apps using 

certain information collected under our service. 

 

Pixel tags. We place pixel tags (also called web beacons or 

clear GIFs) on pages, ads, and e-mail. These tiny, invisible 

graphics are used to access cookies and access user activities 

(such as how many times a page is viewed). We use pixel tags 

to measure the popularity of features and services. Ad 

companies also use pixel tags to measure the number of ads 

viewed and their performance (such as how many people 

clicked on an ad). 

 

Mobile device IDs. If you use our app, we use mobile device 

IDs (the original identifier assigned to the device by the 

manufacturer) or advertising IDs (iOS 6 and later) instead of 

cookies to remember you. We do this to store your 

preferences and track how you use our app. Unlike cookies, 

device IDs cannot be deleted, but ad IDs can be reset in the 



“Settings” section on your iPhone. Ad companies also use 

device IDs or ad IDs to track how you use the app, track the 

number of ads viewed, measure ad performance, and display 

ads that interest you more. Analytics companies use their 

device IDs to track information about the use of the app. 

 

Information collected by third parties for advertising 

purposes. We may allow service providers, advertising 

companies and advertising networks, other third parties to 

display ads on our service and elsewhere. These companies 

may use tracking technologies, such as cookies or web 

beacons, to collect information about users who view or 

interact with ads. We do not share information that is not 

masked or blocked with third parties. 

 

How we use the information we collect: 

 

General. We may use information we collect about you: 

 

To improve our products and services and to manage our 

business; 

 

To manage your account and provide you with customer 

support; 

 

To conduct research and analysis on your use and interest in 

our products, services or content; 

 

In order to communicate with you by US or by third parties 

via electronic mail, traditional mail, telephone and/or mobile 



devices regarding products or services that you may be 

interested in; 

 

Serve you ads when you visit other sites, including our 

services, content and advertisements on other sites or for 

your interests develop, display, and monitor; 

 

For Web page or mobile application analytics; 

 

To verify your merit in competitions and sweepstakes and to 

submit your prizes; 

 

To enforce or exercise all rights in accordance with our Terms 

of Use; and 

 

To perform other functions or services identified to you at the 

time the information was collected. 

 

In all circumstances, we may perform these functions directly 

by ourselves, or use third-party suppliers who are only 

responsible for using your personal information to provide 

services to us to perform these functions on our behalf. 

 

Who do we share your information with? When you 

register as a Hot-Pet user, your Hot-Pet profile will be visible 

to other users of the service. Other users ( Hot-on sharing 

features with regard to pet, hot pet individuals or you can 

choose to share users applications) you post your photos 

directly to us other photos you upload, your first name, age, 

approximate distance, your personal definition that is 

common with people who are viewing your profile and will be 



able to see information such as. When you swipe your picture 

to the right to say “yes” to a person, or when you use the 

vote buttons, that person shifts your picture to the right or 

uses the vote buttons to say “yes” to you, for example. When 

there is a” match, " you can chat with that person. If you chat 

with the person you are paired with, Of course, that person 

will see the content of your conversation. 

 

Personal Information. We do not share your personal 

information with others, except as set forth in the Privacy 

Policy or in cases where we inform you and give you the 

opportunity to opt out of sharing your personal information. 

We may share your personal information with the following: 

 

Service providers. We may share information, including 

your personal and financial information, with third parties 

that perform certain services on our behalf. These services 

fulfill your order, providing customer service and marketing 

assistance, performing business and sales analysis, ad 

tracking and analysis, member review, the functionality of the 

service and promoting contests, sweepstakes, surveys and 

other features offered through the service may include 

support for. These service providers may have access to 

personal information necessary to perform their functions, 

but they do not have permission to share or use such 

information for any purpose. 

 

Other businesses owned by Cuk creative. Cock various 

online services and applications Creative your name and 

contact information, your photos, your interests, your 

activities and operations that you perform on our services, 



including your profile and personal information you share 

with us creative's cock with your consent, we may share with 

other companies within the applicable law where required. 

 

Other Situations. We may share your information, including 

your personal information, in the following cases: 

 

Subpoena or a similar subpoena, court order or required by 

law or in response to a request the cooperation of public 

authorities; to establish or use for the purpose of our legal 

rights; to defend against legal claims; as otherwise required 

by law. In such cases, we may use or waive our legal rights or 

objection rights that we have. 

 

Illegal activities, suspected fraud, or other misconduct, as 

with the case of do your research, block them or to take 

action against them in the event that we believe it is 

appropriate to disclose the information; our company, our 

users, employees, or others rights, property or safety to 

protect and defend; to comply with applicable law or to 

cooperate with the force of law; to fulfill our Terms of use or 

other agreements or policies. 

 

Illegal activities, suspected fraud, or other misconduct, as 

with the case of do your research, block them or to take 

action against them in the event that we believe it is 

appropriate to disclose the information; our company, our 

users, employees, or others rights, property or safety to 

protect and defend; to comply with applicable law or to 

cooperate with the force of law; to fulfill our Terms of use or 

other agreements or policies. 



 

In connection with an important business transaction, such as 

the sale of a business, disposal, merger, consolidation, asset 

sale, or bankruptcy, albeit with a low probability. 

 

Aggregated and / or non-personal information. We may 

use or share the non-personal information we collect in the 

cases mentioned above. We may share information with 

other ‘Cuk Creative companies’ and third parties to develop 

and deliver targeted advertising on our service and the web 

pages or applications of third parties; to analyze the ads you 

see and to prepare reports about them. We may combine the 

non-personal information we collect with additional non-

personal information we collect from other sources. We may 

also share aggregated, non-personal information or 

shredded, unreadable personal information with third parties 

such as consultants, advertisers, and investors for general 

business analysis, advertising, marketing, or other business 

purposes. For example, web log data (IP address and you can 

collect information about your browser or operating system 

or personalized advertising or content may place a unique 

cookie on your browser to ensure that you get a data 

provider which may identify you personally or we can work 

with. Cookies may reflect non-identifying demographic or 

other data that you voluntarily share with us (such as your 

email address), which is linked to data that we may share 

with the data provider in a chopped, unreadable state. We 

may also share your geological information with Cuk Creative 

companies and third parties for the purposes mentioned 

above, without identifying them. To opt out of sharing your 



geological information, please do not continue using the Hot-

Pet app. 

 

Disclosure of Do Not Track 

Do not Track (“dnt”) is a privacy preference that users can set 

in their web browsers. DNT is a way of informing users that 

they do not want certain information about their visits to web 

pages and services over time on web pages and online 

services to be collected. We are committed to giving you 

meaningful choices about the information we collect, so we 

provide the jump links above. However, because the Internet 

industry is working towards defining exactly what dnt means, 

what it means to comply with DNT, and a common approach 

to respond to DNT, we do not recognize or respond to DNT 

signals. 

 

Third party web pages 

There are some places on our service where you can click on 

a link that provides access to other web pages that are not 

subject to this Privacy Policy. For example, if you click on an 

ad on our service, you may be redirected to a web page that 

we do not control. These third-party web pages 

independently request and collect information from you, 

including your personal information, and in some cases may 

even provide us with information about your activities on 

these web pages. In general, we recommend that you review 

the privacy terms on all third-party sites that you visit by 

clicking on the “privacy” link at the bottom of the web page 

that you visit. 

 

 



How to access and correct your information 

 

If you have a Hot-Pet account, you have the right to review 

and update your personal information on the service by 

opening your account and entering settings. Applicable 

privacy laws may grant you the right to access and/or request 

correction of errors or omissions in your personal information 

under our control or control. Our Privacy Officer will assist 

you with your access request. This includes the following: 

 

We will respond to your requests within the time permitted 

by all privacy laws and will make every effort to respond as 

clearly and fully as possible. All corrections made to personal 

information will be immediately sent to the organization 

where the information was disclosed. 

 

In some exceptional cases, we may not be able to access 

certain personal information that we have. For security 

purposes, the privacy authority does not have access to all 

personal information and is not authorized to correct it. If 

access or correction authority cannot be granted, the person 

making the request will be notified in writing within 30 days 

of the reason for their refusal. 

 

Data retention 

We retain your information for as long as we need it for 

legitimate business purposes and to the extent permitted by 

applicable legal requirements. If you close your account, we 

will store certain information for analysis purposes and for 

the integrity of the record, as well as to prevent fraud, to 

fulfill our Terms of use, to take measures that we deem 



necessary to protect the integrity of our service or users, or 

to take other measures permitted by law. In addition, if 

certain information is shared with third parties as set out in 

this Privacy Policy, the retention of such information will be 

subject to the policies of such third parties. 

 

Your preferences regarding the collection and use of 

your information 

You may prefer not to share certain information with us, but 

that can mean not being able to see such data because 

certain aspects of our service, register as a user; it is 

important to purchase the product or service; a contest, 

promotion, survey or sweepstakes you participate in; have 

the necessary information to ask questions or may start other 

processes. 

 

Our service can send notifications to your phone or mobile 

device. You can disable these notifications by going to “App 

Settings” on the app or by changing settings on your mobile 

device. 

 

You can also control the information collected by cookies. 

You can delete or reject cookies by changing your browser 

settings. You can click “help” on the toolbar of most browsers 

for instructions. 

 

How we protect your personal information. 

We take security measures to help protect your personal 

information from unauthorized access and disclosure. But no 

system can be completely secure. Therefore, although we 

take precautions for the security of your information, we do 



not promise that your personal information, chats or other 

communications will always remain secure, and you do not 

have such expectations. Users should also pay attention to 

how they use and disclose their personal information, and 

avoid sending their personal information in unsecured 

electronic mail. 

 

You may agree that we communicate with you electronically 

for security-related, privacy-related, and administrative 

matters, such as security breaches. In the event of a security 

breach, we may issue a notice on our service. We may also 

send e-mail to your e-mail address that you have shared with 

us. You may have a legal right to receive this notice in writing. 

Please contact us to receive free written notice of the 

security breach (or to withdraw your consent to receive 

electronic notice) info@hot-pet.com  contact from. 

 

Information about you that you share with us when 

using our service. 

We provide areas on our service where you can send 

information about yourself and others and communicate with 

others. These shipments are governed by our Terms of use. In 

addition, when you share your personal information on public 

pages, that information will become public and will be 

collected and used by others. For example, if you post your 

email address, you may receive unsolicited messages. We 

cannot control who reads your posts or what other users will 

do with the information you voluntarily post, so we 

recommend that you be discreet and careful about your 

personal information. A court order in accordance with 

applicable law and other similar legal process as required by 

mailto:info@hot-pet.com


you as long as you don't want to open a copy of your 

Messages, just messages that you send to another user 

through our service will make our service accessible. If you 

receive any message from other users through our service if 

you wish to receive a copy of the first user and then these 

users prior written consent prior written consent from you 

must should begin by contacting our privacy officials. 

 

Children's privacy. 

Although our service is free for users of all ages, we limit the 

use of our service to users aged 18 and older. We do not 

knowingly collect, store or use the personal information of 

children under the age of 18. 

 

Lack Of Third Party Rights 

This Privacy Policy does not create rights that may be applied 

by third parties or require disclosure of the personal 

information of users of the web page. 

 

Changes To This Privacy Policy 

This Privacy Policy will be updated from time to time to 

reflect changes in laws, our data collection and usage 

practices, service features or technological advances. When 

we publish changes to this Privacy Policy, the services at the 

top of this Privacy Policy, under “Settings”, and Hot-Pet.com 

we will change the “Last Updated” Date that will also be 

published; you should check regularly for the latest version 

that is valid. If we make significant changes to this Privacy 

Policy, we will announce the changes to you through the 

services or through appropriate means, including email 

notifications. Please review the changes carefully. Your 



continued use of the services after the publication of changes 

to this Privacy Policy will constitute your approval and 

acceptance of such changes. If you do not approve these 

changes, you can delete your account by following the 

instructions below under Settings. 

 

How to contact us you are. 

If you have questions about this Privacy Policy, please contact 

us by email or traditional mail at the addresses listed below: 

GULBAHÇE DISTRICT GULBAHÇE CAD. 

Incubation Center building Sit. NO: 1/45/21 URLA / IZMIR 

İnfo@hot-pet.com  

 

 

mailto:?nfo@hot-pet.com

